
CHRISTIAN ESSAY WRITING CONTESTS

This site features current writing opportunities for authors of all genres, with a preference Please check these websites
for additional writing articles and information on Our second short story contest is focused around the topic of â€œ What
if.

Deadline: Contest is open annually between June and November. And, lo and behold, the people behind the
contest quickly wrote back to tell me my poem had been selected as a winner! Runners-up earn prizes in first
through tenth places. In , it will go to a work of nonfiction of at least 25, words; will be nonfiction. The next
contest will be held in , and submissions will be read between May 1 and May  Your stanzas â€” rhyming or
not â€” could be worth a fair amount of money in these poetry competitions. Writing contests with multiple
categories Some contests accept submissions in multiple categories, so you could submit a novella as well as a
poem or other work. Original board and picture books for children aged are eligible, provided they feature
contemporary African American characters and culture and focus on character development, self esteem,
community, and other aspects of positive childhood development. Francis College campus in Brooklyn, NY to
deliver a talk about their work or teach a mini fiction workshop to St. First Prize winners of previous Christian
Worldview Essay Contests shall not be eligible for prizes in subsequent Contests. They also offer a handful of
contests themselves , including the Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest which sounds delightful. Deadline:
Annually; The deadline for was May 6th. The contest alternates annually between fiction novel or short story
collection and nonfiction memoir, essay collection, narrative nonfiction. Deadline: Annually on October 31 for
books published that calendar year. Consequently, the September 1 deadline for entries will be strictly
enforced. Works must not have been published elsewhere. Essays originally written for other purposes and not
written about the specific book chosen by The Trinity Foundation are not valid entries in this contest.
Graywolf also offers smaller fiction and nonfiction prizes, with genres rotating by year; was a nonfiction year,
so fiction is up in  Deadline: TBD 6. Why or why not? Deadline: June 30,  Deadline: Annual submission
window is September 1 through December  Of the thousands of poets who must have submitted to the contest
â€” no doubt many of them adults much wiser and more skilled than me â€” my poem had been chosen to be
featured in an exclusive, hardcover anthology! Authors who submit retain ownership of their work. Your total
word count should be between and typed pages. Short stories of up to 12, words are eligible and must be
published in the calendar year preceding the year in which the award is given. No purchase is necessary to
enter the Christian Worldview Essay Contest. You may submit up to two manuscripts.


